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Editorial
Martyn Phillips, G3RFX
With this issue of the Digest we say ‘au
revoir’ to two of our best known columnists.

the Digest due
commitments.

Don, G3XTT, has been writing ‘DX an’ all
that’ for almost as long as I’ve been Editor.
In fact he was the Editor himself before I
took over the reins in November 2003. ‘A
difficult act to follow,’ we said at the time,
what with his wide-ranging expertise on the
amateur radio operating scene and lots more
besides. Somewhat reluctantly, though, Don
decided that - what with so many other
commitments - it was time to move on and
give somebody else the chance to comment
on the latest from the DX scene.

Mind you, in this case finding a replacement
is proving more difficult. Not even the
additional offer of a CDXC company car
and regular weekends away with one of the
Mini-skirted Maidens has succeeded in
attracting the right person for the job. Any
person for the job. So we’re still looking.
Yes, if you think you’d be ‘Exactamente el
trabajo’ (as they don’t say in Spanish...),
then do let me know.

to

increased

family

Meanwhile, after all the excitement of the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee and the ‘GQ’
special prefix, it’ll soon be on to the London
Olympics and the ‘GO’. In connection with
which Bob, G3PJT, came up with the
following excellent idea:

But who could it be? Regular visits to our
local Jobcentre Plus in the search for a
suitable candidate came to nothing. It was a
similar story with adverts in the window of
the little convenience store across the road.
Finally, when it seemed that we’d never find
anybody equal to the task, let alone willing
to take it on, somebody said ‘Yes’.
Somebody we’d never really thought of
asking in the first place because surely he’d
be bound to say ‘No’. Also, surely he’s
never in one place long enough to be able to
contribute a regular column of this sort
anyway?

“I read that there are 204 countries at the
Games. Why don't CDXC run a race to see
how many can be worked during say July,
August, September? Use Club Log for the
admin, any mode, band counts once only
sort of thing? Might be a bit of fun rather
than sitting glued to the telly.”

Which should give you a rough idea. Yes, as
long as he’s got his trusty laptop to hand, it
clearly matters not whether he’s speeding
along in the First Class cabin of a British
Airways Boeing 747 - or happily drifting
along in the back of a sampan in the South
China Sea en route to the next major pileup. Thank you, Nigel! As of the September
Digest G3TXF it will be.

An excellent idea indeed. However, after a
lengthy discussion at a recent Committee
meeting we reluctantly decided not to go
ahead with this one. For one thing,
incorporating it into Club Log would
currently not be an option and it would be
‘non-trivial’ to support it by any other
means. Also, Olympic countries are not
necessarily the same as DXCC Entities and
it would be a major task to sort out what
qualifies and what is a dupe.

So who else is leaving us? Well, our regular
‘Contest’ columnist Lee, GØMTN. He took
over from Tim, G4VXE, in July 2004. Lee
has decided to stand down after this issue of

Meanwhile enjoy the Olympics, ‘GO’ prefix
or not – and, of course, the Great British
Summer.
73 Martyn, G3RFX
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Chairman’s Chat
Chris Duckling, G3SVL

The summer marches on, or does it? Here
on the Sussex Coast we have had
extraordinary amounts of rain and
unseasonably low temperatures, but we still
have a hosepipe ban in force. The bands
seem to have followed the same changeable
pattern with mediocre conditions on all of
the HF bands, with only 6m doing anything
of interest. Reports from the WPX CW
contest at the end of May suggest that 15m
was humming, but that’s about it. Worse
still, there have been few DXpeditions to
wake up the otherwise quiet bands, but we
have CY9M, D64K and NH8S all on the air
in the coming three months – let’s hope
conditions are good to the UK as I expect
all, being in the Top 50 Most Wanted, will
have large pile-ups.

developed into a discussion about the
purpose of CDXC and whether that should
be solely to fund DXpeditions. I’m
extremely pleased to say this was all
conducted in a constructive and polite
manner – unlike some other amateur radio
reflectors that I shall not mention!
Roger/G3SXW neatly summed up our
purpose when he posted “[along with DXpedition funding] ... this reflector, the
Digest, the social events, the camaraderie,
making friends, sharing knowledge and
experiences . . .”. And I agree. Primarily
we are a membership club which exists to
create a ‘community’ for like-minded
people to exchange ideas and further our
interests in DXing. Part of that process is to
encourage DXpeditions and for that we
usually donate somewhere between 20 and
30% of our income to worthy applicants.
The amount varies from year to year and is
currently running at record levels due to us
being at the height of Cycle 24 (height, of
course, being relative!). In the quieter years
we tuck money away to help us through the
peaks. That means we sometimes return a
financial operating loss in a particular year
as we are drawing down on our reserves;
this year is one of those years.

The inclusion of the draft accounts in the
last Digest caused some discussion on the
CDXC Reflector. For those who do not
subscribe to our Reflector I think it is worth
repeating some of the views and my take on
them in this column. Before saying that, I
would like to pay tribute to Mark/G4AXX
for setting up the Reflector six, yes six,
years ago this month - and to him and
Dave/G3YMC
for
their
excellent
moderation of the site. If you have never
looked at it, or used to but de-registered,
you really should take a look at what it
offers. Joining is easily achieved from our
website, and as it is members only, you can
be sure that it is a world inhabited by
DXers, from those just starting out right
through to those on the Honour Roll. Our
members truly do have a wealth of
knowledge and experience.

And so to the Digest. If there were awards
for amateur radio magazines, it would win
them – of that I have no doubt. It is the
voice of CDXC and the method by which
we encourage and build our DXers
community. There are requests for it to be
delivered electronically and we spent a good
deal of time at our May Committee meeting
discussing this. There are a number of
issues: the first is that the printed document
is favoured by the vast majority of our
members and therefore we have no plans to
cease producing the Digest in its current
form. Second, to be effective e-publication

So back to the discussion of last month. It
started with a question about whether it was
right that CDXC spent such a high
proportion of our membership income on
producing the Digest and subsequently
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costs money. There are challenges with
making it easy to read on so many platforms
- PCs, Macs, mobile phones, tablets etc. and then there is the question of security.
The ARRL have not simply put QST PDFs
out; they spend a considerable amount of
money on reformatting each issue and
embedding digital protection to avoid QST
being available to non-members. CDXC is
simply not in that league financially. We
will continue to place back issues in the
members’ only section of the website and
will continue to monitor developments in
this area.

I want to finish by saying that the
Committee is always interested in hearing
members’ views and there is no better place
to do that than at the AGM and Summer
Social on 21st July. We are grateful to
Neville and Trish for again hosting this at
Lower Withers Barns - and Jenny and I
hope to see as many of you as possible in
this delightful spot of Herefordshire.
73 and Good DX
Chris, G3SVL

_____________________________________________________________________

President’s Patter
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG
First of all to Dayton. About the only good
points about Dayton, as far as I was
concerned, were the weather and the support
from Yaesu. I was given a very visible
corner of the Yaesu stand where I was able
to talk about the FT-450D, T32C and sell
some DVDs. Other high points were the
presentations in the DX Forum where I gave
the T32C talk. I enjoyed Don/N1DG’s
presentation on DXpedition finance. It was
very enlightening and is now on the
NCDXF
website.
Don
produced
overwhelming evidence showing the
substantial fall-off in donations following
LotW uploads. The solution now being
followed by several DXpeditions is to
upload QSOs selectively to LotW when
donations have been received and upload
the balance after six months. This appears to
be acceptable to some major sponsors, but is
contrary to the CDXC guidelines.

the three lifts were not working on
occasions and they kept running out of
breakfasts on the club floor.
I am not going to Dayton again until a new
and much improved location is found. I
suggested to the organisers that they should
visit the Friedrichshafen or Tokyo
HamVentions to see what should be
possible – and they have flea markets too in
large indoor halls!
And so to Friedrichshafen. It was slightly
quieter than three years ago, when I last
went. We had a party on the Friday evening
with many of the T32C/CDXC gang and
their wives – it was great to meet so many
old friends. I gave the T32C talk at the DX
Forum and we managed to sell some more
T32C DVDs both after the talk and on the
EUDXF stand. Thanks to CDXC member
Franz/DK1II for his help with the dinner
and on the stand. There were a large number
of CDXC members at Friedrichshafen,
probably over 30, all enjoying the
camaraderie and the excellent weather.

I was disappointed to see that the buildings
at the Hara Arena had deteriorated further as had the food and the toilets. The Crown
Plaza Hotel has apparently been upgraded,
but it is very much a typical commercial
hotel and a very expensive one too! Two of
5

Wayne N7NG joined CDXC after Visalia
thanks
to
the
good
offices
of
Roger/G3SXW. Welcome, Wayne. Many of
you will remember Wayne when he ran
DXCC and as an intrepid DXpeditioner.
Wayne wrote a very supportive review of
our book ‘DXpeditioning Behind the
Scenes’ several years ago. It is still selling
with around 100 sales last year.

The AGM and Summer Social will soon be
upon us and Trish and I look forward to
meeting many members and their partners
again. Do come even if the weather is poor;
we have plenty of room at LWB. If you
have booked and cannot make it, please email me as we do not want to waste any
food.
The major raffle prize is from Yaesu UK, a
FT-450D transceiver. This is the model that
we used to break ten world records at T32C.
Kenwood, ML & S, Nevada Radio and The
Daily DX have also promised prizes.
Thanks, everyone, for your support.

We now have quite a few leading DXers
and DXpeditioners from outside the UK
who are CDXC members in addition to
Wayne
including
Franz/DJ9ZB,
Eric/K3NA, Bob/K4UEE, Wes/W3WL and
Bernie/W3UR. Apologies to any I have
missed. It is great to have you all in CDXC
– you help to enhance our profile
significantly.

Trish and I look forward to seeing many of
you on Saturday, 21st July. We start at noon.
73

This month we welcome The Daily DX and
The Weekly DX as advertisers. Thanks,
Bernie/W3UR, for your support. I am a
Founder Subscriber to both these
publications and I recommend them highly.
_____________________________________________________________________

New Members
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:
Call

Name

Location

2E1AYS

Paul Cartwright

Leeds

EI3KD

Mark Turner

Carrigaline, Co. Cork

GØCER

David Harris

Market Drayton

G4NDM
G4ZWY

Robin Carter
Steve Icke

Nottingham
Bromyard

MØMGF

Jason Gower

Hedon

MW1CFN

John Rowlands

Anglesey

N7NG

Wayne Mills

Jackson, WY

ND2T

Tom Berson

Palo Alto, CA

XE1KK

Ramon Santoyo

Mexico City
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Treasurer’s Tune – May 2012
Gordon Rolland, G3USR
1. Annual Accounts
Our Club Auditor, Nigel Knapton, G1JKE has examined the CDXC Draft accounts which
were reviewed and approval by the CDXC Committee after their publication in the May
Digest. His report is as follows:
I have examined the annual accounts of CDXC for the year ended 31st March, 2012
comprising an Income & Expenditure Account and a Balance Sheet with accompanying
Notes and I certify that they are in accordance with the books and records exhibited to me.
Signed: Nigel Knapton, G1JKE. Honorary Auditor, CDXC.
These accounts, which are now final, will be presented to members for adoption in the
normal way at the upcoming AGM to be held on 21st July 2012 prior to the Summer Social.
2. Do you want to make significant savings on your direct QSLing costs?
Your Treasurer has a plentiful supply of pre-circulated IRCs which are ex-T32C. They are
available by post for 1 GBP each with a minimum order quantity of 10. Although no longer
available from the postal authorities, these IRCs which have an exchange value for postal
services of 87p in the UK and will remain valid until 31st December 2013. They are
exchangeable in most countries of the world for the value of the current local cost of a 10g
letter to anywhere in the world. At 1 GBP each these represent a significant saving against
the increasingly common request for 3 USD and also are still more than 25% cheaper than 2
USD!
If you would like further details please contact me by e-mail at g3usr@btinternet.com for
further details. Hope to see you at the AGM.
73 Gordon, G3USR Honorary Treasurer, CDXC

G3PSM receives DARC award
Colin Thomas, G3PSM, has been awarded the DARC Golden Badge of Honour for his
work in achieving an amateur radio allocation at 472 kHz. Colin was involved in the
CEPT preparatory process meetings and at the WRC-12 conference itself where, in the
role of CEPT coordinator for WRC-12 Agenda Item 1.23, he sort to find a balance of
interests to achieve an allocation at around 600m. As a result of his deft lobbying in the
many meetings, the CEPT proposal for an amateur radio Medium Wave allocation was
fully supported and eventually successful. Colin received his award from the DARC Chair
Steffen Schöppe, DL7ATE, at a DARC-hosted dinner
[source: DARC]
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CDXC AGM and Summer Social 2012
The Annual General Meeting of CDXC will be held on Saturday, 21 July 2012 at 1200 at
the QTH of Neville Cheadle, G3NUG, Lower Withers Barns, Middleton on the Hill,
Leominster, Herefordshire, HR6 0HY. Thank you to Neville and Trish for offering to host us
again this year.
AGM Agenda
1. Apologies for Absence
2. Minutes of the 2011 AGM
3. Chairman’s Report
4. Secretary’s Report
5. Treasurer’s Report
6. Election of New Committee
7. Election of Auditor
8. Any Other Business

Committee nominations and items for AOB must be given to the Secretary prior to the
commencement of the AGM.
Our popular Summer Social follows the AGM in Neville’s garden and all members and families
are most welcome. Come and meet your fellow members. There should be something of interest
for everyone. As usual there will be food and a BBQ for which a charge of £10 per adult,
payable on the day, will be made. There will be no charge for children under 16 and of course
there is no charge for members who only attend the AGM. Soft drinks will be included, but
bring your own wine and beer. Please bring a folding chair as only a limited number of seats are
available.
We will be holding our famous Raffle during the Summer Social with a first prize of a Yaesu
FT-450D kindly donated by Yaesu UK. Donations of prizes from members are always welcome.
Raffle tickets are only available on the day, but members attending the Summer Social may buy
tickets on behalf of members who are unable to attend, provided they agree to carry home any
prizes for that member.
I would appreciate it if you would let me know as soon as possible if you will be attending so
that we can plan the catering requirements. Please either:
Make your booking direct via the Events link on the CDXC website (Please DO NOT pay
online) OR e-mail me with your information [sec@CDXC.org.uk] OR use the return slip
enclosed with this Digest. I would much prefer direct booking or e-mails, please, as I can give
acknowledgement and avoid anything getting lost in the post.
Tony, G4LDL, Secretary CDXC
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DX an’ all that
Don Field, G3XTT

Since I wrote the last piece I had a very
pleasant weekend with the DX Italia crowd
on the Amalfi coast, lots of vino and pasta,
as well as a chance to see presentations on
HKØNA (Wow, what a challenge!),
VP8ORK (some interesting thoughts on
expedition
financing),
STØR
and
FWØNAR (great two-person effort by
HAØNAR and his XYL).

much of the time, there has been plenty to
work (although I must admit to having spent
much of the past month or so on 6m and,
yes, even 4m). Many of us have also taken
the opportunity to be at the sharp end of the
pile-up by signing with a Q (Jubilee) call. I
had a great run on 15 to Japan one morning,
although the interest level overall didn’t
seem to be as great as for the R calls last
year. It will be interesting to see how the
Olympic calls fare in comparison. I rather
feel, what with the Titanic events, the
Eurovision Song Contest, the footie, and
other recent excuses, that most HF operators
have rather tired of special event prefixes of
late – in the WPX CW contest I never did
work a plain G4, but put some quite
unmanageable prefixes into the log! Having
said all that, congratulations to T32C team
member and CDXC member Fred/G3SVK,
who made over 3,000 QSOs as GQ3SVK,
from his small suburban garden with wire
antennas.

I followed this with a family holiday in
Majorca and took the opportunity to add a
new one to my ‘QRV’ totals by doing a
little operating from there. The rig was my
Elecraft K2, generally around the 70W
level, into a Chapstick vertical antenna,
operating on 15, 17, 20, 30 and 40m, CW
only. I was able to put quite a few CDXC
members in the log but was especially
pleased to be called on 30m by John
VK4OQ (G3HCT) for my best DX. The
Chapstick (not be confused with the lip
balm of the same name!) was recommended
to me by micro-expeditioner G3SXW, as
being very small (it disassembles into a box
just 37cm long) and light, but perfectly
capable of putting out a modest signal for
holiday-style operations. In effect, it’s a
mobile whip, but for portable use (there is a
fixing clamp, or it can be set up on a small
tripod). I found it rather fiddly to tune
initially (I wish I had taken my MFJ with
me, although that is almost as heavy again
as the K2!) but once I had recorded the
optimum settings for that location it was
easy to QSY from band to band. It certainly
cannot compare with a SteppIR at 60ft, and
probably not even with a wire dipole, but
that would have required finding some sort
of suitable local support structure. But it did
enable me to make over a hundred QSOs
and add to my tally of ‘countries activated’.

The 7O6T Story and lessons learned
Didn’t they do well! Not only to mount the
expedition, but to get the necessary
permissions in the first place. Personally, I
thought this was a great effort but, because
it was so rare on all bands, there were bound
to be criticisms from certain geographies or
with respect to specific bands and/or modes.
They had six stations, which was a lot to
have got together at short notice (when the
permissions did fall into place, the window
of opportunity was short and a lot had to be
pulled together in a very short space of time
if this was to be anything more than a
modest two- or three-man operation). But
even six stations don’t begin to cover all the
possible slots, so naturally those chasing
7O6T would have to be patient. There
again, why would everyone expect to be
able to fill all their needed slots in the first

The 7O6T story is the big one, more below.
In addition, despite poor band conditions for
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Political

few days. If this were the case, no
expedition would ever need to operate for
more than a week!

There are some who argue that the 7O6T
effort should never have been mounted
because the licence forbade working 4X
stations. After all, they say, “amateur radio
should be non-political”. Actually, nothing
could be further from the truth. No, we
shouldn’t use the airwaves for political
purposes. But international licensing is
about as political as it gets – why else is
North Korea so rare? Why is it that only the
French can get permission for the FT8
islands or only the Spanish for 3C? There
are many such instances. In the case of the
Arab world and 4X (most licences in those
countries have the same restriction), this
isn’t an amateur radio issue – it goes much
wider, as anyone who has a 4X stamp in
their passport will be well aware. That,
sadly, is the world we live in, and amateurs
do their best to do what they can and to
bridge barriers of nationality, race, colour,
religion, etc. to the extent that circumstances
allow. But, at the end of the day, we are
pretty small beer in the larger context, and
have to be pragmatic. Even US amateurs
were banned from working certain countries
at one time – something, that fortunately,
has never been the case in the UK.

But, for the UK, this was actually a good
one (think of how well we usually manage
to work A4, A6 and other countries in that
neck of the woods). And, indeed, that
proved to be the case. Once the Italian wall
had been surmounted, many UK stations
went into the 7O6T log on 9 bands.
That said, the reflector discussions raised
some interesting issues, not just for 7O6T
but in a broader context, so I thought it was
worth exploring a few of them further.
Financing
There has been quite a bit about expedition
financing of late, encouraged by the
VP8ORK (Microlite) guys. In the case of
7O6T, because of the sensitivities and
uncertainties
during
the
protracted
negotiations it wasn’t possible to seek
financial help ahead of the expedition. This
meant that the cost of shipping the
equipment to 7O (not to mention numerous
negotiating trips to 7O to achieve a licence
in the first place) had to be borne by the
initial organisers (just two or three in
number). This is a major commitment, and
the DX world owes them a huge debt of
gratitude. Hopefully they will get some
generous donations after the event, although
it never ceases to amaze me how some
(often well-known) DXers will spend many
thousands on radios and antennas but
begrudge even the odd IRC or green stamp
for a QSL. Many other expeditions have a
similar cashflow issue, particularly if there
are ships to be chartered or other advance
commitments to be made – cashflow can
easily go heavily negative, with the hope
that it will all come right in the aftermath
(which it doesn’t always – remember the
Peter 1 trip, for example, where the team
made three attempts over three years to get
this one together, and lost a very large
amount of money on failed contracts in the
process).

The fact, of course, is that every DXpedition
practices some sort of discrimination, albeit
unintentionally or unknowingly much of the
time. For example, when we went to Spratly
(9MØC) all those years ago, we were there
when there was no shared darkness with the
US East Coast, so a bunch of serious Top
Banders missed out, while even the casual
Top Banders in JA and VK could work us
with ease. Unfair? If you like. But we
couldn’t have gone earlier in the year
because the resort was closed (tropical
storms season). A trivial example, perhaps,
but I hope it illustrates the point I am trying
to make.
Of course, the DXCC award itself could be
considered discriminatory – a US amateur,
for example, can legitimately work the
entire Pacific on top band from his W6
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QTH, move to W1 (or set up a remote
station there) and work all of Europe and
Africa. Doing the same from the UK, with
stations in Cornwall and Norfolk (for
example) doesn’t quite compare!

the expedition than the 160m chaser who
has gone to huge effort to put out a decent
signal on that band and track down and
eliminate every local noise source so that he
can hear well, too? There is no right answer,
of course, which is why the debate will
continue to rage and the plaintive
complaints will always appear on the
Cluster!

Operating
There was a lot of debate during 7O6T
about the DXpedition’s operating ‘style’.
How often do they identify? What is their
tuning pattern, etc.? Rubbish, of course.
Although many expeditions have an
expedition manual (as we do with FSDXA)
or, at least, try to set out some ground rules
(eg ‘No lists and nets’, ‘Identify at least
every three QSOs’), the fact is that every
operator on the DXpedition will have his or
her own style. After T32C one US ham,
wanting to compile some guidelines on how
best to manage the pile-up, asked for our
input. I polled the T32C team and got
almost as many answers as there were team
members! There was no consensus – each
operator did what worked best for him.
Some, for example, preferred to pick calls
from the edge of the pile-up. Others might
prefer to tune incrementally after each QSO.
And so on. What did characterise 7O6T, I
believe, is that the majority of ops had
‘previous’ on major expeditions and/or were
contesters. And, of course, when the lowband cavalry arrived (K1ZM) you then had
a serious 160m specialist doing what he is
best at, which is a whole different ballgame
again (and if you haven’t read Jeff’s postexpedition report, you should – it’s
fascinating).

What Worked?
So what did work for you with 7O6T? In
my case, it was largely a matter of waiting
for the first few days to pass (a little risky
given the political sensitivities in the Yemen
– they might well have had to close down at
short notice) and, once I entered the fray,
making heavy use of the second receiver in
my rig so that I could continuously monitor
the callers while listening to the 7O6T
signal. Generally this approach resulted in
making the QSO within half a dozen calls,
often fewer. 40m CW was tough with no
success for a couple of days I was trying
but, as often happens, when I finally made
it, it was first call, when they had just
QSYed there and had yet to be spotted.
Indeed, one has to ask why anyone would
spot 7O6T in the first place, as it inevitably
exacerbated an already busy situation.
7O6T Postscript
As a somewhat amusing PS to the 7O6T
story, after writing the above I ran across
this in the latest CQ Magazine DX column
from Carl N4AA, “Another round of false
reporting in early April. Rumours were
floated about operations from Europa,
Navassa and even North Korea. Folks, I’ve
said it repeatedly, if anything is going to
happen in the way of activity from these
really rare and unusual places we will know
about it well in advance and let you know
via well-known and credible reporting
sources. Please give us credit for having the
resources to know what is going to happen
and when.” 7O6T proved to be the
exception to the rule – the secret was well
kept until the very last minute. Which

Scheduling
As for scheduling those six stations, that’s a
whole issue again. Should one of them be
on a ‘money’ band (probably 20m) 24/7 to
allow everyone a first QSO? On which
mode? Or should they be tasked on the
highest and lowest bands open at any given
time, as those openings may not happen
again? And is a casual operator, who can’t
be bothered to put up a half-decent antenna,
any more ‘deserving’ of his first QSO with
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reminds me of the time I was thrown by an
unannounced operation, when LA2GV
appeared briefly (just a few hours) and on
just one band from Bouvet. I dismissed this
at the time as a pirate, but it turned out he
was on a Norwegian research vessel which
made a brief stopover there, during which
he made the most of the time available to
hand put a few calls. As the old saying goes,
WFWL (Work First, Worry Later)!

Nigel G3TXF has agreed (with a little armtwisting from the Editor, I am led to
understand!) to take on this column from the
September issue. I wish Nigel well. This is
my 52nd column (at six a year, you can do
the ‘math’ as our US cousins would say),
which themselves followed immediately on
from 5 years as Editor, that itself preceded
by two previous stints as Editor and one as
contest columnist (not to mention having
held other Committee posts including
Chairman in years gone by). So I feel I have
paid my dues to the Digest and wish my
successor(s) well. But none of the preceding
would have been possible or pleasurable
without the support of the membership. I
have always enjoyed and will continue to
enjoy being part of CDXC. I joined in late1984 when I moved to the Reading area
(you actually had to live in the Chilterns
back then!) – Bren/G4DYO and his (sadly
recently deceased) wife, Ruth, invited me to
dinner, where I was formally invited to
become a member. CDXC has grown
dramatically in size and influence since then
and continues to prosper. I find the CDXC
reflector the most friendly and helpful of
any that I belong to, and members are
always supportive. Long may it continue.

The DJ6SI Saga
The recent DJ6SI saga, in which he was
arrested by the Greek authorities on
suspicion of operating an unauthorised
transmitter, came as something of a shock to
the amateur radio community. The Greek
amateurs have been as appalled as most, but
it is a salutary lesson that, when operating
away from home, it always makes sense to
have the appropriate documentation, etc. I
seem to recall that Ian/G4LJF (a CDXC
member back then) had a similar experience
when operating from the Comoros (D68),
although
that’s
probably
more
understandable than Greece.
Finale
For some time I have been trying to hand
over the baton, as I feel it’s time for a
change of style, content and outlook. I am
delighted to say that our peripatetic friend

Finally, I look forward to seeing many of
you at Neville’s for the AGM and BBQ.
73 Don, G3XTT

_____________________________________________________________________
Chiltern DX Club - Aims and Objectives
To promote HF operating, to encourage excellence, particularly in DXing and contest operating, through
mutual assistance and by encouraging support of DXpeditions, the issue of achievement awards, or by
whatever other means is deemed to be appropriate.
Membership
Subscription

Digest

Website

Full details are available from the Secretary.
£18.00 for UK members, £24.00 for overseas members (US$48 or 40 Euros). New
members joining between 1 January and 30 June pay 50% of the annual subscription.
Subscriptions are due on 1 July of each year, and should be sent to the Treasurer.
Published six times per year. Articles for publication should be sent to the Editor by the
published deadline. Please note that views expressed in the Digest are not necessarily
those of the Editor or of the Committee.
http://www.cdxc.org.uk/
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Spratly DXpedition April 2012: 9MØL
Nigel Cawthorne, G3TXF
The Spratly islands are ‘in the news’ quite
often. The islands are a group of more than
750 reefs, islets, atolls and cays in the South
China Sea, which are the subject of
numerous disputes and conflicts between
the various claimants including China,
Vietnam, the Philippines, Taiwan, Brunei
and Malaysia.

In 2007 a DXpedition was organised to go
to Spratly using the callsign 9M4SDX. A
similar group, led by Tex/9M2TO and
Neoh/ 9M2CLN, and under the auspices of
the Malaysian Amateur Radio Transmitters’
Society (MARTS), started the work on
planning an April 2012 DXpedition to
Spratly in mid-2011.

Previous Spratly operations

Several of the operators who had taken part
in the 2007 9M4SDX operation joined the
April 2012 9MØL operation. However, for
9MØL, getting the 9MØ prefix was a real
plus. Much confusion can be caused on the
bands by 9M prefixes, particularly where a
9M4 is used from Layang Layang.

Until the opening of the diving resort on the
Malaysian island of Layang Layang in
1993, DXpedition operations from Spratly
were very rare indeed. Layang Layang is the
largest of a number of Spratly reefs that are
claimed by Malaysia. There has been a
Malaysian naval base on Layang Layang
since 1983.

The 9MØL DXpedition was planned to last
two full weeks, with thirteen nights of
operating. The operators were a mixture of
Malaysian and Japanese (with one G
operator thrown in for luck!).

Since the first 9MØS operation from the
Layang Layang diving resort by a group led
by Martti/OH2BH in 1993, there have been
several other operations (both large and
small) over the years. These include the
FSDXA’s 9MØC operation in 1998. Thanks
to the fortuitous location of the Layang
Layang diving resort, the DXCC entity of
Spratly is much less rare than it would
otherwise be.

Five groups travelled out to Layang Layang
and returned during the operation at
different times. Although there were thirteen
operators involved in total, in practice there
were never more than six or seven on the
island at any one time. During the last
couple of days there were just four
operators.

Getting to Layang Layang is no great
problem. However, because of the
proximity of the resort to the naval base on
the island (it’s right next door!) various
additional government permissions have to
be obtained before an amateur radio station
can be operated from Layang Layang. The
need to obtain these additional permits adds
significantly to the complication of
operating from Spratly. A further slight
complication is that the resort is open only
from April to September each year.

There were two operators who stayed for
the whole time: Tack/JE1CKA and Tex/
9M2TO (the DXpedition organiser).
G3TXF was there for the second week,
travelling out from Kota Kinabalu to the
island with Yagi/JR3WXA. Others flew out
and back at different times.
Getting there
In October 2010 Michael/G7VJR, Martin/
G3ZAY and G3TXF had met up with Joe/
JA1LZR and Yutaka/JQ2GYU, who were
passing through London on their way to

The 9MØL April 2012 operation
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Svalbard (JW). Both JA1LZR and JQ2GYU
are now CDXC members. As can happen in
conversations with DXers, G3TXF said in
passing, something along the lines of “Well,
if you’re ever going anywhere interesting,
I’d be interested in joining you.” About
fifteen months later an e-mail arrived “How
about joining us on Spratly in April 12?”
That was it. G3TXF was already checking
airline websites to find how on earth you get
to Spratly!

naval base and the diving resort. Much of
the land has been reclaimed from the sea.
There are flights out to the island resort
about three times each week during the
months the resort is open. Everyone on the
flight is going to the same resort. There’s
nowhere else to stay on the tiny island.
The only other aircraft to arrive during our
stay was a Malaysian Navy Hercules which
trundled along the runway a few times,
presumably doing training flights

As a change from the more usual DX trip
(where numerous suitcases, ski-bags and
massive excess-baggage charges are the
order of the day) it was great to be able to
travel to 9MØL with nothing more than a
laptop, a paddle, a WinKey, a keyboard and
some headphones.

Operating at 9MØL
A spacious conference centre was set up
with four operating positions: two operating
positions on HF, one on 6m and for one
week only, there was also a 160m operating
position. There was plenty of space outside
the conference centre to set up the antenna
farm.

The route was London to Singapore.
Overnight in Singapore. Then a flight to
Kota Kinabalu, the capital of Sabah (9M6)
in East Malaysia. The final hop was a short
320 km flight from Kota Kinabalu to
Layang Layang. However, to allow some
slack in the timetable an extra day was spent
in Kota Kinabalu and it was great to be able
to meet up with Steve/9M6DXX and John/
9M6XRO, who showed me many of the
local amateur radio sites during my brief
visit.

As always at a given location, there is one
of the three main amateur radio population
centres in the world (Europe, JA and USA)
which is at a relative disadvantage to the
others. From 9MØ it is the USA that is the
most difficult to work, particularly the East
Coast. During the 9MØL operation
openings to the East Coast were usually
both short and weak. However, by
recognising that there was an opening taking
place and then focussing on ‘NA’ it was
possible to maximise the number of USA
QSOs during the short openings.

Layang Layang
There was a pleasant surprise with the
aircraft taking us out to Layang Layang.
Previous DXpeditions to Layang Layang
had spoken of a small, uncomfortable and
window-less Russian-made cargo aircraft. It
was therefore a nice surprise to see a
modern Malaysian Airlines ATR-72 sitting
on the tarmac at Kota Kinabalu airport
ready to take us to Layang Layang. This
was no flying box, but a modern turbo-prop
passenger aircraft.

Divers and DXers were the only guests at
the resort. The entire hotel was empty
during much of the day as the divers had all
left in boats and the DXers were either out
of sight in their conference centre/shack or
sound asleep after an all-night operating
session.
The hotel management was particularly
ham-friendly. There was even a plaque
hanging in the bar area commemorating the
1997 9M6OO Spratly operation.

The main feature of the island is the 1.4 km
runway. Apart from the runway there are
just two structures on the island: the small
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9MØL goes QRT

The pleasant day we spent in Kota Kinabalu
included visits to both Go/9M6YBG’s and
Steve/9M6DXX’s shack. Tex/9M2TO then
returned to Kuala Lumpur, while Tack/
JE1CKA and Yagi/JR3WXA set off back to
Tokyo.

After thirteen days of operation 9MØL
closed with some 41,600 QSOs in the log.
The continental breakdown reflects the
challenge of operating so far from the USA.
Nearly 20,000 QSOs (48%) were with Asia
(and, of course, a huge proportion of these
were JAs). Europe accounted for 15,600
QSOs (37%) and the USA 4,700 (11%).

Meanwhile G3TXF had included one extra
night’s stay in Kota Kinabalu, just in case
there was any delay in returning from
Layang Layang. In practice there was no
delay, so there was plenty of time to get a
good night’s rest after six continuous nights
of operating at 9MØL, before setting off on
the long flight back to the UK after the
adventure of operating from Spratly.

The QSLing for 9MØL is being handled by
Tex/9M2TO. All direct requests had already
been processed by the time this article was
drafted.
A
keen
QSLer
himself,
Tex/9M2TO (JAØDMV) was planning to
take all the Bureau QSLs to the Ham Fair in
Tokyo at the end of August.

Despite the long-running dispute over the
Spratly Islands being ‘in the news’ yet again
at the time of the 9MØL operation, we saw
and heard nothing of it. All we ever heard
were the continuous pile-ups calling 9MØL!

Return Journey
The four operators (including G3TXF) who
returned as the final group from Layang
Layang were met at Kota Kinabalu airport
by Steve/9M6DXX and John/9M6XRO.

_____________________________________________________________________

Manihiki 2012 - North Cook
Ronald Stuy, PA3EWP

Over a year ago I was approached by Hawa/
DK9KX asking if I was interested in
participating in a DXpedition to North
Cook. The team would be up to seven
people, most being team members from a
previous DXpedition three years ago. As I
had joined that team when they went to
Conway Reef, 3D2ØCR, and as I liked it
that time, I had no doubts this time and
decided to join them.

12 kg each, including hand luggage. With so
much equipment, antennas, tools and
personal belongings we decided to send
most of it ahead by boat. The boat only goes
once every three months, so everything was
sent well in advance to Rarotonga. Our host
Nancy Kora arranged the final leg of the
boat transport from Rarotonga to Manihiki.
The flight from South to North Cook only
goes once every 14 days and is fully booked
months in advance, so we arranged this
flight in October 2011. Our stay was to be
from 27 March to 10 April and we planned
to spend several days either side of our trip
on the island of Rarotonga. This would
provide a cushion if we had a delay with the

Logistics would be the biggest challenge for
this DXpedition. The last part of the journey
from the island of Rarotonga (South Cook)
to Manihiki (North Cook) is a weightlimited flight. The aircraft can carry up to
eight people and they cannot take more than
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return flight; it would certainly not be the
first time an aircraft hadn’t departed from
Rarotonga because there was no fuel for the
return trip.

build the antennas. While installing the HyGain AV-640 we came to the conclusion
that it was not an AV-640 but an AV-620.
The box was very clearly marked as AV640.

A few days before Christmas last year we
received confirmation that the boat had
arrived and all our equipment was on the
island. This was the trigger to book our
flights from Europe to South Cook (via
Seoul and Auckland). This part of the trip
was cheaper than our flight from South to
North Cook! Our team consisted of Jan/
DJ8NK, Uwe/DJ9HX, Werner/DJ9KH,
Hawa/DK9KX, Hans/DL6JGN, Ronald/
PA3EWP and Leszek/SP3DOI. (3 x SSB, 3
x CW and 1 x RTTY operator). We planned
to have 5 stations active with 4 x 600W
amplifiers, laptops, bandpass filters, etc.

The following antennas were present in the
CW camp: A Hy-Gain AV-620 for 6 to
20m, a vertical for 80m, with a loading coil
for 160m (this vertical had 8 radials on the
ground) and verticals with one elevated
radial for 12, 15, 17, 30 and 40m. Almost
all verticals were positioned above the salt
water lagoon. All antenna combinations
were possible with this set-up for the two
radios at the CW camp.
The SSB camp had the following antennas:
A 40m vertical, WARC vertical, a 3-band
vertical for 10m, 15m, and 20m, a 20m
vertical, a double delta loop for 10m and
15m, a double delta for 17m and 20m, an
FD4 for 60m and 80m and a 6m vertical.
Enough antennas to activate 5 radios
simultaneously; all antenna combinations
were possible.

A few days before our departure to North
Cook we gathered in Rarotonga to relax and
were active with the call E51EWP. After
some negotiations with the airline, Air
Rarotonga, we were allowed to take,
depending on our personal weight, 3kg of
hand baggage and 12kg of checked-in
baggage on the flight to Manihiki. To their
surprise, we all weighed more than 85kg, so
we had a challenge. We packed our stuff in
such a way that we could leave some behind
(one amplifier and a set of bandpass filters).
Come Tuesday, 27 March, we were at the
airport at 0600 and luckily we were able to
take everything with us. After about a onehour flight, we made a short stop on the
island of Aitutaki to refuel. The last leg of
the flight lasted almost three hours.

Because almost all the antennas were
positioned along the coastline, they
functioned perfectly. Many of these
verticals hung entirely above the water on
the palm trees – a better location just
doesn’t exist - and because there is no manmade noise, we had perfect reception; no
QRN / QRM! It was evident that we had
better reception than the stations calling us.
The CW camp radios were an Elecraft
K2/100 and a K3/100. We had two
homemade amps running up to 600W. Our
station was outside on the porch of the
house and we occasionally had to take
action when it rained and the wind blew
very hard. A few times we went QRT to
cover the equipment to protect it from the
rain.

Upon arrival at the airport we were greeted
by our hosts Kora and Nancy and many
residents of Manihiki. We took the boat
across the lagoon to where we would stay
on another island. We had two places about
4 km apart - perfect for activating two
modes on a band without QRM. The SSB /
RTTY camp was stationed in two
bungalows and the CW camp was located in
the home of Kora and Nancy. We sorted all
the equipment which had arrived by boat
back in December and then we started to

During the first few days we had many
problems with the antennas and cables. The
salt water caused corrosion until we injected
all plugs and connectors with oil and the
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problems were resolved. In the CW camp
we had a few problems with equipment with
two 12V power supplies failing. We had one
spare with us and it was not a problem to
operate two radios on one power supply
(with around 15W drive we could get 500W
out of the amplifiers, so the load of the 12V
25A power supply was minimal).

again asked us if we had slept well - we did
not tell him that Hans snores for fear that we
would have one operator less.
We left a lot of material on the island for
future DXpeditions - antennas, coax, fibre
poles and tools are there and ham operators
are welcome to stay at Nancy and Kora’s for more information contact one of the
operators or visit our website.

In the SSB camp there were four operators
and three radios. One radio was scheduled
for RTTY and the others for SSB. We had
two homemade 600W amplifiers. After a
few days one of the three Elecraft K3 radios
broke down and was beyond repair so we
had to adjust the operator shifts around the
remaining two radios. A second Elecraft
also had problems and had to be opened up
regularly to take the ATU board out and put
it back in again, but we managed to keep it
going until the end.

The propagation was good for the first few
days of our operation, but then we had
several days when the A and K were high.
We didn’t make any QSOs with Europe on
160m; we were too late in the season for the
low bands. On 80m only 30 Europeans were
logged, mostly Eastern Europe. The East
Coast of USA was difficult on the low
bands as there was a lot of QSB on signals.
If we were not able to copy the callsign the
first time, often there was no second chance
to complete a QSO. We did not have receive
antennas for the low bands and only 242
QSOs were made on 160m and 988 on 80m.
Nearly every night and morning we were
active on 160m, but sometimes we only
made 20 QSOs.

About 300 people live on Manihiki
separated over two islands. These people
live mostly off black pearl farming. The
famous black pearls come from Manihiki.
Staying with Nancy and Kora was just
amazing, they moved into the house next
door, so we could have full use of their
house. Every CW operator even had his own
bedroom. Three times a day food was
prepared and our laundry was also done for
us. Obviously we ate fresh fish regularly
and although I am no fish lover, it tasted
delicious. Where can you find such luxury
in one of the most wanted DXCC countries?
The other operators had two bungalows.
One bungalow was used as a bedroom and
the other as a shack. After a small alteration,
the beds were removed and extra tables
were placed there.

Almost every night I was the operator on the
low bands. The first night I came on 160m
and noticed that the SWR was terrible. It
took me more than an hour to find the
problem. During the day we had made a
160m loading coil for the 80m vertical and
the analyser had shown a 1 : 1.5 SWR.
During that night I walked (in heavy rain)
maybe 20 times to the antenna to see what
was happening and then I noticed that the
problem was the bandpass filter between the
radio and the amplifier. After it was
removed, everything worked fine. After
changing my wet clothes I was ready for the
first QSOs. On many shifts I had to call for
a long time before the first CQ was
answered.

Nancy and Kora did everything to make our
stay memorable. And they certainly
succeeded. After the first day Kora asked if
we had slept well and we told him a
cockerel had kept us awake the whole night.
Kora took drastic measures and shot him.
He told us that we would not eat the cock
because he had given us trouble and instead
he fed him to the pigs. The next day he

During the night, particularly between 0400
and 0600 local, the propagation was very
poor. On several days all bands were
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unusable until the sun came up. This was a
good excuse to go to sleep.

logged; if you seriously want to do 6m you
need to bring a large beam and you have to
be there all day waiting for an opening.

We had very limited Internet access, so we
could not make an announcement that we
were active on a particular band. It’s always
nice when you've just QSYed to another
band and during the first QSO someone asks
if you can go back to the band you just came
from! Many operators forget that if you
want to change bands there is a lot of work
to do. We had to change the filter first, and
then walk 60m to the antenna. If the antenna
is hanging over the water you first wade into
the water to loosen the coax cable and then
transfer it to another antenna. This often
results in more than 5 minutes’ work. We
were often asked on CW to go to RTTY or
SSB, but what was happening in the other
camp was unknown to us as we had no
contact with each other - the VHF radios
didn’t work over the 4 km distance. It is not
like at home: you go to another band or
mode with one touch and it is done. It is
always easy to comment from home, sitting
in your easy chair by the stove or in an airconditioned shack, but until you’ve been on
DXpedition yourself you don’t know what
kind of circumstances they operate in. It's
also fun to post the messages/comments in
the DX cluster like: please QSY, 6m band is
open, or listening for… etc. A lot of
DXpeditions don’t have any Internet access
at all.

In total we made 48,052 QSOs from
Manihiki. There were 16,995 unique calls
and with 12% RTTY QSOs we feel we did
not do badly. In the first days the CW
station paid less attention to 20m as most
amateurs who have worked North Cook
have it on 20m. Our goal was to focus on
Europe and we knew it would be very
difficult, but with 22% European QSOs we
were very satisfied.
The last QSO was made at midnight. In the
CW camp we celebrated our result with the
last bottle of wine we had. The 40m and
80m antennas were taken down that day and
the following morning we were up at 0600
to take down the rest of the antennas. All
antennas, coaxial cables, tools etc. are still
on the island for the next DXpedition.
After we had finished packing up and had
our final breakfast, we went to the airport on
the other island. The plane was on time and
we knew that this was the last plane for the
coming time as they have no more fuel for
another flight and when the boat comes with
fuel, nobody knows. After about 4 hours of
flying we landed back on Rarotonga.
The first two days back on Rarotonga were
for relaxing, but on the last days Jan made
over 800 RTTY QSOs with the call
E51EWP. The rest of the operators did not
want to play with the radio any more after
14 days of intensive pile-ups. We were now
ordinary tourists, doing some sightseeing on
the island including an attempt to cross the
island, but there is a mountain of over 400
metres in the middle. On the last day we
visited the local market - very touristy, but it
was nice to have been there. In total we
made 4,756 QSOs from Rarotonga with
3,442 unique calls logged. 1,500 were
RTTY QSOs.

The best bands for Europe were 17, 20 and
30m. On 17 and 20m we were able to work
into Europe for many hours, the pile-ups
were enormous. On CW we almost had to
have a 10 kHz spread. The first few kHz
was virtually no signal to copy in the mess
of signals. Another important tip, especially
for SSB / RTTY operators: 5 to 10 up
means from 5 to 10 up - so call for a change
on 6.7 or 7.3 or 8.6 kHz up, here you’ll have
a lot more opportunity to be heard because
fewer stations are calling there.
This was the first 60m activation from
North Cook and we made 26 QSOs on that
band. On 6m there were only 4 QSOs

At 0200 local we left the Pacific to go
home. On the return trip we had an extra
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night in Seoul (South Korea) and Cologne
(Germany). After more than 4 weeks I was
back home on 18 April.
On our website you can find more
information about our DXpedition. You can
also apply online for QSL cards with
OQRS. Our QSL manager is Jan/DJ8NK.
Our website is at www.manihiki2012.de.

travelling was $50,000. An overview is on
our website and so you see that every
donation is very welcome. On behalf of the
entire team I would thank all our sponsors
(individual amateurs and clubs) for their
contributions to this DXpedition and until
next time in a pile-up from another DXCC
country.
Ronald Stuy, PA3EWP

Many ask what are the costs of such a
DXpedition? The cost of this one including
_____________________________________________________________________

ISØ Sardinia and TK Corsica
A Mini-DXFC trip by G3RTE, G3SXW and G5LP
Roger Western, G3SXW
There’s a fascinating balance between
ensuring success, yet having an adventure.
This means that the broad plan should be in
place and should work well, but some of the
details can be left to chance, adding to the
sense of excitement and adventure, the thrill
of the unknown!

Best Laid Plans
... of Mice and Men. All ferry crossings
were cancelled due to high winds. This
meant a second day in ISØ and only one day
left for TK instead of the planned two. We
arrived for the Moby ferry the next day only
to find that it had broken down and the other
ferry was full. Would we even make it to
Corsica? It was important, of course, to be
back on time in Olbia for the return flight.
We were squeezed onto the ferry after
sitting for some hours on a ‘wait list’ and
found our TK hotel. It must be said that
Bonifacio is indeed a startlingly beautiful
little town and port.

This trip in May was pre-booked in detail:
flights to Olbia, Sardinia, car hire, ferry to
Bonifacio, Corsica and hotels which looked
on Google Earth to have a fairly clear takeoff for our RF.
The first part of the trip worked flawlessly
and we were quickly on the air as ISØ/ with
the MP1 Chapstick whip and then strung out
the W3DZZ, each of us making many QSOs
from what was indeed an excellent location.

We did our usual thing of getting on the air
just for a few QSOs with the little 4ft whip,
and then if all was well we would string out
the W3DZZ. That Chapstick, by the way,
gives surprisingly good results for what it is,
a major compromise antenna, but one which
takes all of three minutes to install. But, err,
things were not ‘well’. We tripped the
hotel’s alarm system AND the bands were
in really poor shape and the location was not
nearly as good as our Google Earth

Of course both locations are CEPT, so there
had been no formalities to complete on that
score. At first the hotel was hesitant about
our wire draped across their pristine
swimming-pool, but when we said it would
be taken down again that evening all was
well.
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Leader board and QSLing

researches had suggested. All in all we
decided that the French cuisine was a far
more attractive proposition, so we each
made just a few QSOs and called it a day.
There was also the problem of how to get
back to Sardinia without a ferry booking. At
one stage a telephone call got us all into a
flat spin to pack and rush to the port, but
that turned out to be a false start. The next
morning we got on the ferry: no problem for
the one-hour voyage back to Santa Teresa di
Gallura, reached Olbia airport with time to
spare and ‘the rest is history’, as the oftquoted saying goes.

Band slots were available from six callsigns
on nine bands and three modes, so the
leader board showed a maximum of 162
possible slots. We are happy to announce
that Paul/G4CCZ made all 162, narrowly
beating Neil/GØJHC with 159.
In what has become the normal modus
operandi these days, we will provide an
OQRS facility for direct QSLing, charging
$10 per QSO. LoTW upload will be
completed after two years for those who
have not purchased an early confirmation.
We already have our sights set on a cute
little five-star resort on the French Riviera
for our next outing, once adequate
‘donations’ have been received from the DX
community. So please do send us money, as
much as you can manage, so that our next
holiday is well-provided with copious
quantities of G & T.

DXFC
We find that the DXFC (Feet) programme
works superbly well to give some purpose
and shape to our little trips around Europe.
Mostly it’s about having fun with pals,
seeing new places and playing radio a little,
not to mention some culinary delights. But
the DXFC points earned for stepping foot in
a new DXCC country and then also for
getting QRV are a welcome bonus. On this
trip Jim/G3RTE and Lionel/G5LP scored
two new DXFC points plus two new
DXFC+QRV points and G3SXW scored a
DXFC+QRV for Corsica.

[Leader boards and $10 per QSO? He must
be joking! Ed.]
Even better, join in the fun, see
www.dxfc.org/index.php for the DXFC
programme. We hope to CU from our next
little outing very soon.

Our logs were less well-filled than we had
hoped, especially in TK, with all those
problems, but we still managed a decent
total number of QSOs in the three days:
ISØ/G3RTE 229
ISØ/G3SXW 82
ISØ/G5LP
168
Total ISØ

479

TK/G3RTE
TK/G3SXW
TK/G5LP

5
18
9

Total TK

32

Total trip

511
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A User’s experience of the RigExpert AA-54 Analyser
(Or how to save a fortune on batteries...)
Dave Gould, G3UEG

I have used an MFJ-259B extensively over
12 years and the only niggles have been its
susceptibility to BC interference on 160m
and its voracious appetite for AA batteries,
each set (of 10) not lasting very long.
Recently the SO-239 socket had become
intermittent, so I decided to upgrade. I also
have an LP-100 vector power meter from
N8LP (a superb instrument), but I wanted
something that was hand-held. After doing
the research I quickly chose the RigExpert
range which comprises six models covering
from 0.1 up to 1,000 MHz, priced from
£230 to over £1,000. Although the MFJ259B works up to 2m, I only need up to 6m,
so I chose the second model in the range,
the AA-54. (The basic AA-30 model works
up to 30 MHz and has fewer functions. See
the website at www.mixw.co.uk for detailed
comparison
of
specifications.)
The
instrument has a plastic case, only requires
two AA batteries and as a consequence is a
bit smaller and lighter than the MFJ and
basic functions can be done one-handed.

readings it has given have always seemed
very reasonable and the matching networks
I’ve designed based on its measurements
have only ever needed minor adjusting.
I do a lot of antenna building and experimentation and have used the AA-54 a lot
over recent months. It has been an
extremely useful tool for tuning a homebrew
G3TXQ version of the 5-band Cobwebb HF
antenna, 10m and 6m beams and also
verticals for 160m 80m and 40m. I am still
only on the second set of batteries, so I think
it will pay for itself within a few years!
I am currently building a short loaded
rotatable dipole for 40m. I have used the
analyser to measure the values of the
various loading and hairpin coils (It will
also measure capacitors). Other features are
that it can be used to cut accurate quarterwave or half-wave stubs and it can also
measure the velocity factor of a piece of
coax. I am intending to cut an accurate halfwave line for 7.1 MHz so that I can measure
the feed impedance of the dipole in situ at
10m with reasonable precision, but from the
safety of ground level.

Both the MFJ and the AA-54 can measure
SWR and impedance, but very importantly
the AA-54 can give the sign of the X
component. The MFJ is good at quickly
finding the minimum SWR point by
manually varying the tuning knob, whereas
the AA-54 does a scan across a user-entered
frequency range; this takes about 12 secs,
but gives an immediate display of the
bandwidth as well as the minimum SWR
point. I found it useful to do a wide scan
first and then narrow down to give greater
resolution. The AA-54 also has an option to
do a scan of R and X (with sign) to see the
resonant point where X=0. (which may be
different from the minimum SWR point.)

As an example of its use to get an SWR
sweep across 40m, the key strokes and
responses would be: First, press 2 (set
frequency), then key 0-7-1-0-0. Second,
press 3 (set range), then key 0-0-2-0-0.
Third, press 4 (SWR scan) + OK, which
then displays the SWR curve from 7 MHz to
7.2 MHz. Having entered the frequencies
once, it is then easy to repeat the scan after
making adjustments, or change the scan
option to show R and X.
There is a useful ‘all’ option which gives
SWR, Z, R, X (and its equivalent L or C)

Another major plus point over the MFJ is
that it is usable on 160m at my QTH. The
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for the chosen frequency; you can then step
the frequency easily by 1 kHz, but to step by
10 kHz you need to hold one key while
pressing another, making this a two-handed
operation. As well as giving the SWR at a
single frequency it can also show the SWR
at up to five pre-set frequencies. This latter
mode can give a quick check of a multiband beam. Finally, it has a built-in quicktest mode to check that it is working
correctly, and it can be set for either 75
Ohm or 50 Ohm systems.

54 improved the accuracy slightly, again
with a few minor exceptions (but remember
to apply the calibration the AA-54 has to be
connected to a computer). The bottom line
is that both instruments are sufficiently
accurate for amateur usage, particularly for
measuring minimum SWR point and
bandwidth. For me, the fact that the AA-54
gives the sign of the X component, is less
battery hungry, is smaller and lighter and is
less susceptible to BC interference means
that it will replace my MFJ. There was a
more technical description of the AA-200
model in RadCom dated May 2008.
Anyone want a MFJ-259 with a dodgy
socket?

In addition to the free-standing mode, it can
also be connected to a computer USB port
from which it then takes its power. It is
compatible with Mac OS and Linux as well
as Windows and once connected you can
update the firmware when necessary. There
is a small utility to capture the plot graphs to
enable them to be pasted into any document.
The main AntScope program allows
complete control over the device from the
computer and higher quality graphs are
displayed on the screen, if you hover the
mouse over a frequency all the data for that
frequency is displayed in a pop-up box.
Data can also be exported in a number of
formats including .csv. If you want the best
possible accuracy you can calibrate the
device using the usual open/short/load
method and then have the option to look at
the data as captured or with the calibration
data applied. If desired, this calibration can
be done at the far end of a transmission line,
so any transmission line effects can be
eliminated. Note that this can only be done
when attached to a computer, which is the
reason I have opted to use the half-wave line
to measure the 40m dipole and use the
device free-standing.
Mark/G4AXX, our esteemed Picture Editor
has the very accurate N2PK VNA, so we
did a brief comparative test of the both the
MFJ and the AA-54 against the VNA. Both
were very close to the VNA. The
conclusions were that the AA-54 is slightly
more accurate than the MFJ, with a very
few minor exceptions. Calibrating the AA22

Spratly DXpedition April 2012: 9M0L (Page 13)

Operator change-over on the tarmac at Layang Layang: Neoh 9M2CLN, Vagi JR3WXA,
Tack JE1CKA, David 9M2PX, Nigel G3TXF and Tex 9M2TO.

Much of the Malaysian island of Layang Layang has been reclaimed
from the sea, including most of the 1.4km runway area.
I

Spratly DXpedition April 2012: 9M"L cont. (Page 13)

Dramatic sunsets were plentiful at the Layang Layang Island Resort during the
April 2012 9MOL DXpedition.

Tack JE1 CKA, John 9M6XRO, Go 9M6YBG, Vagi JR3WXA, Steve 9M6DXX
and Tex 9M2TO gather at Go's QTH in Kota Kinabalu.
II
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The operators at 9MOL travelled out to Layang Layang from Kota Kinabalu in several
groups. Here another group arrives in Layang Layang on the MAS ATR-72

Steve 9M6DXX and John 9M6XRO in Steve's shack in Kota Kinabalu
III

Manihiki 2012 - North Cook (Page 15)

Rarotonga
South Cook Islands
QSL E51EWP

12m Vertical in the sea

40m with 3-band vertical on jettty
IV
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L-R; Leszek SP3DOI, Uwe DJ9HX, Hans DL6JGN, Hawa DK9KX,
Jan DJ8NK, Ronald PA3EWP & Werner DJ9KH

Ronald E51M
V
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----I
~l1}JlM..JdmJJ.l
~~VApJllJ ~l
QSL E51M

Time for relaxing
VI

•
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Walking through a big natural aquarium

The landing strip at Manihiki
VII
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Sharks in the lagoon

The whole team including Nancy and Kora

Departure from Manihiki
VUI

Duplicate QSLing
Roger Western, G3SXW



In days gone by the only duplicate QSLing
suffered by a busy QSL manager was when
a bureau card arrived some months after
having replied to a direct card in the post.
These came mostly from Eastern Europe
and wasted little time: just check the file,
see that he has already been sent his card, no
action, just file the incoming bureau card.





However, there’s one exception: if that
bureau request arrived too long after
sending the direct card, then perhaps it
indicates that the direct card went missing in
the postal system (again a problem mostly
with Eastern Europe). But how long is ‘too
long’? A bureau card received 3-4 years
after the event probably indicates that the
direct card went astray so I will reply via
bureau. But not if it is soon afterwards: I
assume a cut-off period of about a year, on
the assumption that this is enough time for
the card to reach me via the bureau, so it
was probably sent to me as belt and braces
at around the same time as posting the direct
card to me.










Before going on to the main point of this
mini-article may I ‘umbly suggest that
LoTW users who preach the death of paper
QSLing need read no further. They clearly
do not appreciate how much pleasure paper
cards generate for a large proportion of the
DX community: kill-joys! Both paper
QSLing and LoTW co-exist happily
alongside each other.





Technology



Enter new technology and its unintended
consequences. Enter also the assumption
that QSL managers are sitting around,
lonely and bored, just waiting for something




to do! Here is a not uncommon unfolding
scenario:

make QSO
receive e-mail asking if in log and
how to request QSL
answer e-mail with info, gently
suggesting that they could have
checked QRZ.com
receive second e-mail with QSO
details asking for bureau reply
prepare card, put in out-tray for
bureau
acknowledge e-mail, promise to
send via bureau, ask for no card to
be sent to me
sometimes then also receive Club
Log request for bureau reply
two weeks later receive card in the
post (his third request!)
dig out card from bureau out-tray,
put in the post
if already sent to bureau prepare
second card, post airmail
end of story? Oh no: a year later
receive card via bureau
check files, see that card was posted
direct a year earlier, no action
another year later receive second
card via bureau
prepare yet another card, send to
bureau
a third year later receive angry email asking: ‘What must I do to get a
card out of you?’
politely reply by e-mail explaining
that card posted two years earlier
and to bureau a year ago
two weeks later receive another
direct request in the post
send yet another card direct in the
post
silence, at last: one semi-satisfied
customer!

My meticulous attention to detail receives
no acknowledgement or thanks, merely
criticism for failing to deliver his precious
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card. The extra cost involved is not the
issue, only pennies – it’s the management
time. I don’t recall details of every QSL
sent, so the files need to be checked each
time.

square one, checking for that QSO in the
log.
Ah well, I guess this full-blown scenario is
rather infrequent, and it’s all part of the
game! But it would really help busy QSL
managers if no duplicate requests are made.
Especially please do not send direct and
then back-up with a card via bureau. If
requesting via bureau allow at least two
years for the round-trip before assuming it
has gone missing and asking a second time.

Of course, the source of the problem is the
unintended consequence of modern
technology: the ease and zero cost of e-mail.
Without this we’d be back to the good old
days of simply requesting a card and
waiting. The hassle of those extra e-mails
can be irritating: to handle each one I start at

_____________________________________________________________________

IOTA News
Malyy Vysotskiy Island (MVI) and EU-117
Following the decision by the ARRL to delete Malyy Vysotskiy Island (MVI) from the current
DXCC list as of 17 February 2012, the IOTA Committee has considered action to be taken with
regard to the future of EU-117. The presence of MVI in the IOTA list as a separate group was
originally justified by its separate DXCC Entity status under Rule E.5.5, so the island's deletion
now calls for action from IOTA.
The programme does not maintain a Deleted Groups List to record contacts by participants with
deleted IOTA groups in a form similar to the DXCC Deleted Entities List. Faced with the
prospect of a straight deletion of EU-117 and incorporation of the island into the EU-133 list,
the Committee formulated an alternative course of action involving the transfer of a section of
the EU-133 ‘box’ to EU-117, so avoiding deletion. It put the alternatives to an enlarged IOTA
management group involving for the first time the 22 checkpoints. The consultation produced a
clear majority in favour of splitting EU-133 to form two groups within the Gulf of Finland,
North and South. The dividing line has been set at 60 degrees, 15 minutes north. The islands
now constituting the two groups can be seen via the Search facility on this page [RSGB IOTA
website Homepage].
This change, which has an effective date backdated to 17 February 2012, means that past credits
for MVI will continue to stand and new opportunities are created for contacting EU-117.
Record-holders need take no action regarding existing credits as they will not be deleted as a
consequence of this change, nor in the case of EU-133 credits need they be transferred unless
requested. The Committee believes this to be an imaginative solution in the best interests of the
programme. (Taken from RSGB IOTA website Homepage, 16 June 2012)
Withdrawal of EU-155 from IOTA List
In a previous news item (28 October 2011) [RSGB IOTA website Homepage] we reported that,
following information received from a local operator in Italy that the only two islands listed as
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qualifying for EU-155, Baron and Scanno di Piallazza, no longer existed, we would not be
accepting for credit any new operations claiming to take place from EU-155 pending a final
check. This has now been carried out and it confirms the report.
Under IOTA rules we have no option but to withdraw EU-155 from the list of valid IOTA
groups and to amend scores down. However, we have noted that the Po Delta is a remarkably
fragile natural environment with a varying sedimentation rate influenced by river flow, tide and
storm and have not ruled out the possibility of one of the islands reforming in time. In the
circumstances, we have decided to remove EU-155 credit from all scores on 1 September 2012,
but to retain the QSO information on the database in a non-counting format in case the situation
should change. We will review the position periodically. In the meantime, while credit will not
be given for new operations, we will allow credit for pre-October 2011 operations for certificate
purposes only in applications received before 1 September 2012. (Taken from RSGB IOTA
website Homepage, 6 June 2012)
Update of data in IOTA DIRECTORY (2011 edition)
IOTA reference number issued
NA-240

KL

Bethel County group (Alaska)

Operations which have provided acceptable validation material
NA-200
NA-240

4A3RCC
KL7RRC/P

Culebra Island (June 2012)
Pingurbek Island (May 2012)

This list can include operations where validation material was volunteered, ie not specifically
required for credit to be given. In all cases, cards now submitted will be accepted by
Checkpoints if they meet normal standards. This means that the island name should be printed
on the card.
Roger Balister, G3KMA, RSGB IOTA Manager
18 June 2012

MSØOXE EU-008 Tiree
Five operators will be QRV from Tiree, EU-008, from 13 - 21 September 2012.
QRV on 160 to 6m SSB, CW and RTTY.
We want to give every ham the opportunity to work MSØOXE for the IOTA Marathon.
QSL via MØURX OQRS, LoTW and eQSL. Log search powered by Club Log.
More details at http://ms0oxe.webs.com/.
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The RTTY Column
Roger Cooke, G3LDI

Summer Doldrums

number I ask for a repeat, find that he has
gone. In his ‘fast operating’ he did not make
my log, so he lost and I lost, a total waste of
time.

We are now in the Summer Doldrums, those
lazy, hazy, crazy days of summer, when we
will be enjoying BBQs in the sunny warm
evenings, enjoying our gardens, with lots of
salads and ice cream and snoozing on our
sunbeds drinking our vodka martini, shaken,
not stirred. Well, I canbut dream, can’t I?

Good contesters should also be good
communicators, should care more about
successful QSOs, even if it takes a while,
than they do about a QSO rate. A good
contester should try to empathise with the
other person in the QSO. I agree that under
clear, solid copy that minimal repeats and
dispensing with redundant IDs is desirable,
even if somewhat risky.

Yes, but what the hell did happen to our
summer? Heating on, the wettest drought on
record and not exactly beach weather. All
this seems to match propagation at the
moment too, not that there is a complete
lack of it. You just have to pick the right
time and frequency. 50 MHz has been
producing some nice ones to pick up, but
not on RTTY. However. I digress…

Some of the macros, as I have mentioned
before, in the RSGB CC contests are too
long. Take a look at yours and see what is
necessary and what is not. I recently had the
reverse of the above scenario. After
establishing contact with G9ZZZ and giving
him my information, he came back with
G3LDI G3LDI DE G9ZZZ G9ZZZ TU UR
599 599 003.

Short Macros
How short is short? Well, on RTTY and a
crowded contest, and especially when using
75 Baud, it can be infuriatingly short. To
give an instance:

Guess what I missed due to QRM? Grrrrr! I
knew his call and he knew mine so all that
was necessary was TU 599 003 003 003.

I call: CQ de G3LDI K
I am answered thus: G9ZZZ (once only)
Luckily I copied his call.
I return: G9ZZZ 041 041 041 K
I receive: 035
Now THAT is infuriatingly short. Is it
G9ZZZ (could be QRM) or is it someone
else who thinks he is working me OR
G9ZZZ?

Whilst on this subject, when calling another
station do NOT send: DE G9ZZZ G9ZZZ
LF LF LF LF. The first part is fine. It’s the
LFs that annoy. I am chasing G9ZZZ up my
screen to click on it! Don’t send ANY LF
after your call. It will save time.
Elecraft K3 users

At the very least it should be: G3LDI 035
035 035.

There is a CW to RTTY facility on the K3
and I have worked a couple of people using
that during the RSGB CC contests. It works,
but is painfully slow. I wondered what was
happening at first. I thought I was listening
to early RTTY again with a hunt and peck
operator!

I suggest a three times repeat of the serial
number because at 75 Baud it can get lost
very easily, and if by just repeating it, it
saves a request for a repeat, it saves time. I
have experienced this sort of ‘short’ macro
and not only that, when, having missed the
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I mentioned a while back a suggested fix for
a long tail on RTTY. This prompted Mike,
VP8NO, to write with his experiences with
the K3. I am quoting his reply because his
point means absolutely nothing to me as I
do not have a K3, but it might help others.

normal in the case of FSK that carrier is up
until PTT drops.
5.
K3 set to FSK, MMTTY set to
Sound. Clean carrier for the duration of the
macro until PTT dropped. This confirms 4.
above. So it must be noted that VE2AXO's
suggestion to change to COM-TxD (FSK)
would break a working AFSK set-up.

Long Tail:
My RTTY set up is - MMTTY running in
Logger32 > microHAM device router app >
microHAM Digi Keyer II > K3.
MicroHAM suggest in their Digi Keyer
II/Logger32 set-up:

I'm guessing that in MMTTY selecting
Sound + COM-TxD (FSK) generates both
the audio tones and the FSK digital
output. Mode is simply selected by the
K3. So the long tail issue is one of duration
of PTT tail and I haven't (yet) found any
adjustment for this in MMTTY or
router. The K3 is out of the equation given
that the carrier tail drops at the same time as
the PTT light goes out on the DK II.

"Select COM-TxD (FSK) for the TX Port. If
you want the option to switch between
AFSK and FSK, select Sound + COM-TxD
(FSK)"
Until a couple of days ago I was purely
AFSK, despite having the capability to go
FSK. When I checked the MMTTY
configuration I noticed that in fact my TX
Port setting was ‘Sound’. I changed the TX
Port to COM-TxD (FSK) and selected FSK
on the K3 and all played as it should.

My conclusion for my software combination
is to choose Sound or COM-TxD (FSK) as
appropriate for AFSK or FSK. Use Sound +
COM-TxD (FSK) if flexibility is required
and a bit of a carrier tail is of no concern
when in FSK mode.

Your ‘long tail’ piece suggested some
testing was required. Listening to the keying
from the K3 on my K2 offered the
following:

DX and the Band Slot Thingy
Well, I did manage 9MØL on 14, 18, 21 and
28 MHz. I also worked JI1LET/JD1,
Ogasawara, 7O6T on 21, 14 and 18 MHz,
6OØCW on 18m and finally E4ØVB on 14
MHz. I let myself become involved with
Chris/GØDWV, who kept nudging me with
how many bands he had worked 7O6T and
9MØL on, not on RTTY, but any mode and
looking at the Clublog totals and ranking. I
used to be very happy to make just 3 QSOs,
CW, RTTY and SSB with a new country.
Then the 5BDXCC totals encouraged
people to work the DX on 5 bands, now it
has become 10 bands. I worry whether some
of us established amateurs are depriving
some of the newcomers, lots of whom run
lower power levels and limited antennas. I
guess it’s still the thrill of the chase!

1.
K3 set to AFSK, MMTTY set to
Sound. No long tail noticed, RF ceased after
macro completed followed by a slight delay
and PTT dropping on the DK II.
2. K3 set to AFSK, MMTTY set to Sound
+ COM-TxD (FSK). As above.
3. K3 set to FSK, MMTTY set to Sound +
COM TxD (FSK). Keying ceased after
macro completed followed by tail until PTT
dropped.
4. K3 set to FSK, MMTTY set to COMTxD (FSK). Keying ceased after macro
completed followed by very short tail until
PTT dropped. I would assume it is perfectly

73 de Roger, G3LDI
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Contest
Lee Volante, GØMTN
recognition to those who ‘give back’ and
support contesting behind the scenes.

Another two months have gone whizzing by
in a blur, just like those speeded-up contest
exchanges that seem to be all the rage by
many of our friends in Zone 16. Double
checking my main station Logger32 log, the
last QSO entered was at the start of March
for the ARRL DX SSB contest. The
combination of increasing work demands
(long days, nights, weekends too) and home
life (looking after junior operator and
ensuring XYL gets a break) is certainly
putting a squeeze on contesting and amateur
radio.

For 2012 the inductees are Jim Reisert/
AD1C and Lothar Wilke/DL3TD. Jim has
for over 10 years maintained the country
and prefix files used by our contesting and
general logging software. I understand our
GQ and GO prefixes have given him some
additional head scratching to do. Lothar was
a key player in building leading contest
stations in what was East Germany since the
1970s, creating radio clubs and driving
radio sport in the German national society,
DARC. Most recently his DAØHQ team
have been dominant in the IARU HF World
Championship. Lothar tragically passed
away in a house fire last year.

I realise I may be sounding a little
hypocritical here, as in this column and
elsewhere I’ve extolled the virtues of getting
on air even just for a few minutes to support
events and boost QSO scores and
excitement for the other competitors. In
practice I’m so far behind with other jobs
and chores that even a 15 minute ‘therapy
session’ in a weekday 80m CC is not in the
picture. In this column I have tried to give a
mixture of operating reports from different
events in the calendar, and report on events
from the UK and around the world that are
of interest to HF contesters in the CDXC
membership. As I’m hardly on air at the
moment, nor really keeping up to date, I
think it’s time for me to hand the baton on
to someone else to give some fresh thinking.
UK contest participation is both healthy and
growing, so there’s lots of activity to be
reported on. I’ll touch on this again later.

It was moving to see and hear the formal
announcements as the Dayton Hamvention
Contest Dinner was broadcast on the
Internet, as were a number of the Contest
University presentations again this year. I
stayed up to join in a CQ WW meeting that
occurred later. The lateness of the 1.30am
local time start was offset by the novelty of
having the meeting via video link.
GR2HQ
The IARU HF Championship this year will
be held over the July 14-15 weekend.
Despite some high-profile disagreements in
recent years between some of the leading
teams, the HQ station activity remains a
very popular part of the contest. Once again
Chris/GM3WOJ has the mammoth task of
UK HQ station team leader, co-ordinating
the stations distributed throughout the UK
that will be operating as GR2HQ [Or will it
be GO2HQ?Ed.] over the weekend.

CQ Contest Hall of Fame
Each year CQ Magazine inducts new
members into its Amateur Radio Hall of
Fame, CQ DX Hall of Fame, and CQ
Contest Hall of Fame. Whilst honouring
leading contest operators who will be very
recognisable and well known in the Contest
Hall of Fame, the programme also gives

As in previous years there should be an
award programme for contacting the station
on a number of band / mode combinations.
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The GR2HQ website is a little sparse as I
write this, but hopefully more details and
news will be posted as we get closer to the
contest itself.
Keep an eye on
www.gr2hq.com.

too high. Fortunately most logging software
seems to have by default the callsign entry
fields at the bottom of the screen, or at least
allows positioning of those fields there.
Other ancillary rate meters, multiplier
windows and so on that are not looked at so
often take up other areas on the screen.

More on audio recordings
Following on from the comments in the last
issue about audio recordings, Steve/
GW4BLE wrote to say “Thanks to local
software guru Andy/MWØMWZ, audio
from all my contest logs (GW4BLE, GW7X
and MW5A) from 2004 to date is available
online at www.gw4ble.dxlist.co.uk. My
contest logger of choice, Writelog, has
always included a recording facility with
easy playback from the log entry field. I'd
often thought it might be useful to make
these recordings available to others ("How
was my signal with you?"), but not only
that, it's useful for me to go back over UBN
reports to see where mistakes have been
made. Of course the contest adjudicator has
the final say, and what's 'heard' on the
recording is not always what appears in the
other guy's log.”

The most up-to-date gallery of SO2R
contest shacks I’ve found has been compiled
by Mike/SM2WMV, who’s been building
up the SJ2W contest station in recent years.
Google ‘SJ2W SO2R’ to find this gallery.
Looking through the pictures, there are of
course many similar photos. Having so
many to compare might allow you to spot
some areas of improvement – such as
moving the radios to the side of the monitor,
having all of the key equipment within
reach without needing to physically move
very far. It’s not much, but having to repeat
similar small movements hundreds of times
during a contest would start to become
fatiguing.
This thought carried with me during another
idle Internet search which found an old
presentation by K1DG and K5ZD of their
contest version of the home improvement
TV show ‘Extreme Makeover’.
This
presentation for the Yankee Clipper Contest
Club (YCCC) analysed stations and logs
from CQ WW, making some comparisons
and then offering suggestions. Improving
the shack layout can be a direct driver to
staying on air longer, which leads to a better
score. Exchanging WARC band antennas
for extra contest band antennas and
investing in station automation were just
some of the other suggestions offered.
Certainly food for thought.

Steve also mentioned the selection of
random shack photos from over the years
that will be displayed. As well as sometimes
being humorous (or as Steve said
‘embarrassing’), they show the history of
how the in-shack hardware has changed
over time, when moving from one radio to
two, the addition of extra filtering, antenna
switching, and the changes in software too.
Shack ergonomics
I’ve recently completed a Health and Safety
‘desktop assessment’ at work, designed to
ensure that my computer screen, keyboard,
and seating position are correct and won’t
be conducive to causing any repetitive strain
injuries. One key message I took away was
that ideally the top of a PC monitor should
be in your direct horizontal eyeline. At work
I manage this, but at home in the shack I,
like many others, place the monitor on a
shelf above my radio, raising it up perhaps

WRTC 2014 Rule Evolution
Draft rules for WRTC 2014 were published
in June, allowing for an open review period
by the contest community, before the final
rules would be published on July 1st 2012, a
full two years before the summer 2014
event in New England.
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Each recent WRTC has changed the rules
slightly. In Brazil in 2006, perhaps out of
necessity given band conditions and the
WRTC location, amplifiers were used by
the competitors. In Russia in 2010, the
competitors were back to 100W, but with
both radios being allowed to transmit,
although only one at a time. The design of
station interlock hardware and combiners to
allow shared use of a triband Yagi were
very important.

made at the time for either scenario, this can
later be corrected for the DXer, who can
claim their spoils, but not for the contester. I
can understand that contests are defined
within strict time periods, and for most
entrants without outside assistance, which
could separate the DX QSO from the
contest QSO. But for the sake of
consistency, should DX QSOs be treated the
same as contest QSOs, and if a logging error
is made at the time of the contact, then it
perhaps should not count? Considering the
case where DXpeditions enter contests and
the topic can become even more
confusing…

Now WRTC has proposed that both radios
be allowed to transmit at once, effectively
making the competition a limited Multi-2
event. The response from contesters has
been mixed. On the one hand it does mean
that the overall QSO volume will increase,
and extra strategy decisions about when to
search and when to run on that second radio
will need to be made. On the other hand the
operating style of the event will be quite
different to how most of the qualification
points can be earned. There have been some
wry comments made about how many
WRTC points should be awarded to
someone who might have only made the
coffee at a multi-op station in a qualifying
event. The outcome of the open review
period was not complete as I write this.
DXpedition
Logging

Logging

vs

Looking back
My first Contest column was for the July
2004 Digest. I have temporarily mislaid my
physical copy, so thanks to the people who
have created the Digest archive online for
CDXC members on the club website. It may
not be a resource that is used every day, but
anyone looking for old articles I’m sure
finds it extremely useful. It’s only been
eight years, so looking back over the article
I wondered if this was sufficient time to
appreciate any changes or developments in
HF contesting.

Contest

I commented that the first season of the
RSGB 80m Club Championship contests
was drawing to a close, and the leaders were
making up to 160 QSOs on CW, 170 on
SSB, and 40 on Data. Those numbers have
been smashed in more recent years as the
events have become more popular. There
were items on that year’s CQ Contest Hall
of Fame inductees, and a mention of the
GB5HQ IARU station, which was then only
into its second year as a multi-multi-multi
station spread out over the UK. That first
Digest ended with a report on CQ WW by
Colin/MUØFAL. Contest reports are still
sent in, but more recently usually form
stand-alone articles in the Digest, with the
Commonwealth Contest the basis for the
majority of these.

In the January Digest Neville/G3NUG noted
that number of T32C log corrections that
were required after the record-breaking
team
arrived
home.
There
were
approximately 500 errors made by the
Deserving, and a similar number by the
T32C team that required log amendments.
It’s interesting that for DX operations, in the
name of accuracy, corrections like these are
deemed acceptable. For contests, the general
feeling is that post-contest log manipulation
should not be done. In both cases operators
think that they have made a good QSO,
either deserving of a QSL card, DXCC or
IOTA credit, or alternatively some contest
points and maybe a multiplier. If there is
any typing, writing or other logging error
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The likes of Olof/GØCKV’s recent exploits
with low wires, dipoles and verticals in
suburbia posted on UK-Contest and 3830
are inspirational, as they show that with
perseverance (staying in the chair) and a
good strategy and operating style, stations
with beams and higher power don’t
automatically surge into the lead. Let’s try
to have more of these in future as they will
likely be more representative of what the
average CDXC member has at their day-today disposal. Lots of us like statistics and
figures – would it be worthwhile trying to
find out how much of the CDXC
membership have towers and Yagis, no
station at all from home to operate from, or
something in between?

Field Day entrants, or WRTC competitors.
Since the mid-Nineties the likes of the FT1000D/MP series, or the IC-756 variants
were incredibly popular workhorse radios,
but perhaps with only cosmetic or relatively
small improvements made as they evolved
to their final incarnations. But just in the last
few years, Elecraft’s K3 leapfrogged its way
to the podium positions. The latest
generation from Yaesu, Icom and Kenwood
are either now in the shops or will be soon.
Software-wise, Paul/EI5DI’s SD remains a
staple for many UK and worldwide
contesters, maintaining support for the
RSGB programme, and any changes in
other events. N1MM continues to thrive,
especially as I understand through the larger
development community that now exists.
Both WinTest and Writelog have also
continued to be updated, as well as other
loggers for PC and other platforms that have
similar dedicated, but smaller, userbases.

I don’t think there have been any
fundamental changes in HF Contesting in
this period, although certainly some new
trends have arisen and some changes have
been adopted worldwide in a short time.
That is to say, if a contester had just been
returned to earth following an alien
abduction in 2004, and turned on their radio,
things would largely sound the same. Most
of the same events are running on the same
weekends, to similar rules, with many of the
same callsigns to be heard.

One big change in recent years has been the
evolution of CW Skimmer and the Reverse
Beacon Network that I’ve discussed in this
column several times, and has caused a
large amount of discussion on the Internet. I
think after a few years of these
developments now behind us, it’s safe to say
that contesting didn’t die, although Assisted
/ Multi-Op stations must now take account
of the data available online to stay
competitive. Another slow trend has been
for more contests to consider all entrants to
be Assisted, which many have seen as a
negative step. Where entrants are given the
choice, surveys made for some CQ contests
show that they too are making a slow
transition to preferring Assisted entries.

In the shack, for CW operators who prefer
sending via the computer, the Winkey unit
should be getting ever more prevalent as
more computers will run Windows and have
no Serial or Parallel ports that the previous
generation of DOS based logging contest
programs relied upon.
Software Defined Radio is here to stay.
Many purists would turn up their nose at the
benefits of DSP added to receive circuitry,
and originally perhaps with some strange
hybrid digital / analogue creations rightly
so, but the latest models do offer incredible
performance. Wideband receive displays
over the whole band are now commonplace.
One way to measure the popularity and
respect for a transceiver, if we can’t see the
overall sales figures, is to see what makes
and models appear in the results tables for

Other recent Internet technologies like realtime score reporting, largely first appearing
as a concept at WRTC2002 in Finland, and
brought to the masses through the GetScores
website and newer Russian counterpart, are
still going, although not hugely popular. An
attempt to use this idea by the RSGB in the
last couple of years didn’t seem to enthuse
the UK contest community.
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Another trend has been for the gradual
reduction in deadlines for events in the UK
and around the world, which helps to
remove the temptation for post-contest log
editing, and also to improve results
turnaround. The websites used to display
results, considering the RSGB, CQ, ARRL,
DARC, SRR etc., are all hugely improved
on their 2004 variants. Large archives with
searchable databases and certificate printing
options are now more commonly available,
which was much rarer 8 years ago. This has
involved lots of work by behind-the-scenes
guys doing IT work.

continue to grow in popularity. For those
who like their aluminium to stay the same
length, Germany’s Optibeam is a newer
name now doing good business in the UK
and around the world. It doesn’t take long
for new businesses and products to become
established.
The End
Thanks to everyone who has been
appreciative of this column, and especially
those who have contributed, sometimes
even without me needing to beg. I’m sure
I’ll be more active again on-air soon and
will look forward to submitting stories of
winning DX contests (I wish!) for the
Digest.

Contest sponsors are making more visible
disqualifications, and wanting to show that
cheaters will be caught and there can be
repercussions. The DX Code of Conduct,
the World Wide Radio Operators
Foundation and their Contester’s Code of
Ethics have come about in recent years to
promote good operating:

73 Lee, GØMTN

Contester’s Code of Ethics









I will learn and obey the rules of any
contest I enter, including the rules of
my entry category.
I will obey the rules for amateur
radio in my country.
I will not modify my log after the
contest by using additional data
sources to correct callsign/exchange
errors.
I will accept the judging and scoring
decisions of the contest sponsor as
final.
I will adhere to the DX Code of
Conduct in my operating style.
I will yield my frequency to any
emergency communications activity.
I will operate my transmitter with
sufficient signal quality to minimize
interference to others.

See www.wwrof.com for more details.
Outside the shack, again considering 2004
and now, the SteppIr Yagis and verticals
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E-mails to the Editor
From G4AXX

higher voltage ones = more QRM, and build
some entirely new HV lines = more QRM.

In the Swaziland DXpedition report on page
21 of the May 2012 Digest 197, I was quite
taken aback to see Rondavel translated as
"round hovel".

You can find the details on their website at

Nothing could be further from the truth. The
origin of the word is from the Dutch.
Literally "Rond Awel" meaning a Round
place to Listen. Quite appropriate for a
DXpedition.

It's all due to connecting new wind farms
into the network, increasing network
resilience and catering for the relentless
demand for more electricity.

www.nationalgrid.com

This probably means lots of lovely hash
from shiny new 400 KV overhead lines and just for more excitement the nice new
inverter
stations
busy
chopping
up Gigawatts of DC arriving on the UK
coast from sub-sea cables won't go unnoticed either. You have been warned!

Vy 73 Mark G4AXX
________________________________
From G3RAU
It’s likely to be bad news for 160m
operators in the wake of the latest plans for
the potential expansion of the National Grid
electricity network in the UK. In
essence the UK is going to need to replace
a number of existing overhead lines with

Plan your next QTH carefully if you want to
work serious DX on 160m.
73 Derek G3RAU

from Tim Beaumont, MØURX
Are you a DXpeditioner in the United Kingdom? If you are a DXpeditioner planning an
overseas expedition this year or a QSL manager sending international mailings and you
are in the United Kingdom, I can add you as a ‘poster’ on my international mailing
contract. You do not need to be posting huge amounts of mail to benefit from
international posting at discount prices. At a time when every penny counts and budgets
are tightly squeezed, this could help your DXpedition financially.
Once registered you will be expected to separate the mail into two zones, European
Union countries and Rest of the World, all in alphabetical order. You will need a set of
letter scales and a calculator. The amount of discount depends on the average weight of
the letters. All billing is done online. Once you have filled in the posting docket and
taken the mail to the nearest mail centre you transfer the money to my bank online. I
would like to point out that I will make NO financial gain whatsoever and this is solely
to assist DXpedition teams. You can contact me direct on (0797) 629 2980 or via e-mail
to tim@m0urx.com
.
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CDXC HF Challenge 2012
It’s time to get on the HF bands and work as
many DXCCs as you can in the month of
September 2012. The scoring has reverted
to DXCC’s following the membership
survey conducted in April 2012, so please
read the rules carefully. So, get on those
bands and good luck!

ClubLog is the preferred approach. Paper
logs will not be accepted.
Log Verification:
No QSLs are required, but in the event of a
dispute the CDXC committee may request a
photocopy or print-out of applicants’ logs.
Closing date:
All logs must be uploaded or e-mailed by
2359 on 10th October 2012.

When:
0001 GMT 1st September 2012 to 2359
GMT 30th September 2012

Awards:

Where:

Trophies

15m, 12m, 10m and 6m only

The Hinson Trophy will be awarded to the
CDXC member with the highest number of
DXCCs worked. The Chairman’s Cup will
be awarded to the runner-up. Trophies will
be presented at the CDXC AGM/Summer
Social in July 2013 and will be held for 1
year.

Modes:
Any within your licence
Power:
Any within your licence
Eligibility:
The HF Challenge is open to any licensed
amateur world-wide, but only fully paid up
members of the Chiltern DX Club (CDXC)
are eligible to receive Awards.

Salvers
The top three placed entrants and the
entrants with the highest score on each of
the four bands (provided at least 10 DXCCs
have been worked on that band) will receive
an engraved salver to keep. Salvers will be
presented at the CDXC AGM/Summer
Social in July 2013.

Scoring:
Each DXCC entity scores 1 point and is
counted once only regardless of how many
bands or how many modes that entity is
worked on.

Certificates

Log entry:

Certificates of merit will be awarded to the
entrants placed overall 4th to 10th.
Certificates will be e-mailed in .pdf format
approximately two months after the closing
date. A hard copy certificate will be
available on request.

Via upload to Club Log and electing to enter
the 2012 HF Challenge on the Club Log
website. Regular uploading of your log
during the month is encouraged - once per
week is preferred - as this helps to drive the
Challenge and provides a spectator sport for
all to see.

CDXC acknowledges the inspiration and
efforts of Gary Hinson, ZL2IFB / G4IFB in
setting up the first running of the HF
Challenge in 2009 and of Michael, G7VJR,
for Club Log.

Electronic logs in ADIF format may be emailed to Jim, MØZAK, to arrive no later
than the closing date, but uploading to

Chris Duckling, G3SVL
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Special event stations for the London 2012
Olympic and Paralympic Games

Some special event callsigns will be activated to celebrate the London 2012 Olympic and
Paralympic Games: 2O12L (Two Oscar One Two Lima) from London and 2O12W (Two
Oscar One Two Wales) from Barry.
As you will also read in the May Digest [page 44] the Radio Society of Great Britain has
been granted the 'Inspire mark' for these stations by the London 2012 Inspire programme.
The London station, 2012L will be active throughout the duration of the Games, located at
the historic Eltham Palace, SE London on 160m-2m, all modes. More information is on
the website at www.2o12l.com - or contact the Press Officer, John Warburton/G4IRN at
press@2o12l.com.
The Welsh station, 2O12W, will also be active on all bands from 160m to 23cms and all
modes including SSTV and satellite from Whitmore Bay, Barry Island, Vale of
Glamorgan. More information is on the website at www.2o12w.com - or contact the
station manager Glyn Jones, GWØANA, at glyndxis@talktalk.ne.
Amateur radio operators everywhere will be able to share in the Olympic experience by
making contact with the station and exchanging greetings messages with visitors and
Games participants who visit the station - the team aim to make contact with as many of
the Games participating countries as possible. Special QSL cards will be available to
stations contacted.
The project aims to leave a lasting legacy by encouraging visitors to learn more about
radio communications and the social, career and recreational benefits that it brings. Of
course visiting hams will be made very welcome at the stations.
2O12L and 2O12W go on the air on 27 July 2012.
73 John Warburton, G4IRN
Publicity Officer, Project Echo
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Anglo–EU Translation Guide

What the British say

What the British mean

What others understand

I hear what you say

I disagree and do not want to
discuss it further

He accepts my point of view

With the greatest
respect…

I think you are an idiot

He is listening to me

That’s not bad

That’s good

That’s poor

That is a very brave
proposal

You are insane

He thinks I have courage

Quite good

A bit disappointing

Quite good

I would suggest...

Do it or be prepared to justify Think about the idea, but do
yourself
what you like

Oh, incidentally/by the
way

The primary purpose of our
discussion is...

That is not very important

I was a bit disappointed
that

I am annoyed that

It doesn’t really matter

Very interesting

That is clearly nonsense

They are impressed

I’ll bear it in mind

I’ve forgotten it already

They will probably do it

I’m sure it’s my fault

It’s your fault

Why do they think it was
their fault?

You must come for dinner

It’s not an invitation, I’m just
being polite

I will get an invitation soon

I almost agree

I don’t agree at all

He’s not far from agreement

I only have a few minor
comments

Please re-write completely

He has found a few typos

Could we consider some
other options

I don’t like your idea

They have not yet decided
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CDXC QSL card
The CDXC QSL card is available to all members by direct order from Hertfordshire
Display PLC, 51 High Street, Ware, Herts. SG12 9BA. Tel: (01920) 461191, Fax:
(01920) 463212 or www.hdprint.co.uk.
HD Print have asked if we can update our order form to add a daytime telephone number
as this is needed for verification of credit card details. We have updated the form on our
website, but if you use an old form, please add your daytime contact number to avoid
unnecessary processing delays.

E-mail from a satisfied customer:
“Just a short note to praise the CDXC QSL card printers (HD Print). I ordered 500 on
Monday AM at 0900. I had a proof by e-mail at 1100. They were then delivered on
Wednesday PM. What good service! They were also very helpful on the phone and via email.”
73 Dick, G4DJC

CDXC News Service
News and updates are published through the CDXC News Service on our website
at www.cdxc.org.uk/news.
Information about forthcoming DXpeditions, details of members' trips as well as CDXC
events or other announcements which are relevant to CDXC members are widely
publicised through this page. The News Service is also monitored by certain DX
newsletter services and websites.
If you would like to submit your own news, please click the link at the top of the page, or
go directly to www.cdxc.org.uk/submit_news. There is an option to submit a photo as
well as text. All news is credited.
If you have any questions about the CDXC News Service, please contact Tim Beaumont,
M0URX (tim@m0urx.com).
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Not the GB2RS News




last thing you want to hear, especially if
you’ve only just arrived in the glorious
sunshine – and if these good folk then go on
to regale you with the news that it’s once
again pouring with rain back home in the
UK and will be for the next six weeks.
________________________________

Changes to the American callsign
system as of 1 January 2013
“When are you coming back?”
Olympic Games competition sadly
not adopted

There are to be long overdue changes to the
American callsign system.

What with the London Olympics now just
around the corner – and some 204 countries
taking part - it was suggested that the
members of CDXC, the Chiltern DX Club,
might like to concentrate their efforts on
seeing how many of these Olympic
countries they can work during the time of
the Games. Yes, a bit of fun – and far better
than just sitting there, glued to the telly.
[See also p. 3. Ed.]

It wasn’t a problem when the average
American spent his/her entire life in the
same place. So W1ABC was born in
Massachusetts, say, and was still to be
found in exactly the same state 80 years
later, if he got that far. It became a problem
when people started to move around,
dammit. So K6XYZ was first licensed in
California, but then had the audacity to
move to North Dakota, WØ, where he
continued to sign K6XYZ. The result in
recent years: “a state of todal and udder
confusion” – as a W7 was once heard to
declare in a busy contest, when asked which
state he was in.

Unfortunately, though, this suggestion was
not adopted, although it was originally
considered to be an excellent idea as long as
there weren’t too many hurdles. The
original idea was to relay this one to
members, although it was agreed that this
could be quite a marathon - and you
couldn’t see many of them sailing through
all 204. Those stations who went against
starter’s orders, of course, would have been
in for the high jump.
________________________________

However, all this is set to change as of 1
January 2013. As of then all American
licensees will still be allowed to use their
original callsign if they haven’t moved from
the call area they were originally licensed
in. But if they have since moved to a
different call area, they will be obliged to
add another digit to their callsign. So
W1ABC, say, having since moved from
Massachusetts to Florida, W4, will have to
sign W14ABC. Or to quote our previous
example: K6XYZ now in North Dakota,
WØ, will become K6ØXYZ. So at least
you’ll know which call area he’s in.
________________________________

Solution to Prize Crossword 52
B I L L I O N
R
O
N
E
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D
T
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N
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R
E
O
R
S A D D E R

When you’ve just got on the air from a
vaguely interesting and sunny location it can
be highly frustrating when the first thing the
folks back home ask you when they bump
into you on the air is: “When are you
coming back?” Needless to say, this is the
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Digest Prize Crossword 53
1

2

by RFX
3
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The winner of Prize Crossword 52,
May 2012: Phil Smith, G4LWB,
Melton Mowbray.
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ACROSS

DOWN

1 Do they tell you how much alcohol you've
drunk when you're horizontal? (6,6)
8 Wailing operatic heroine returns and starts to
attack new tenor (7)
9 Where Pierre is outside railway junction, in
serious trouble (7)
11 Instructs art master, taking time off at the end
(7)
12 It's of little importance, where three roads
meet? (7)
13 Old magistrate about to meet oldest girl (5)
14 Down below a bat gets upset (2,1,3,3)
16 The first of May - and time to head back to the
Hogwarts Express! (3,2,4)
19 Manager, we hear, in Adriatic port (5)
21 Unusually lenient illustrator (7)
23 North American odour beginning to develop...
(7)
24 ... least sophisticated composer in North
America, Texan originally (7)
25 Country in which the Queen boards public
transport (7)
26 Steps to be taken in Coronation Street, say?
(12)

1 America captivated by herb and meat product
(7)
2 Novel Russian gardening tool (7)
3 Scoffed during exam, not having planned to
leave (9)
4 Half-drunk composer (5)
5 GI voter drunk, resulting in dizziness (7)
6 Type of building workers may regard as
inadequate? (3-4)
7 The Rev. Spooner's general defeated old
movie star (6,6)
10 Thinking about making slaves again? (12)
15 Cross seen in a large church carpet (9)
17 Typical of a lecturer like G3XTT? (7)
18 Surfer I trained as a hairdresser (7)
19 UK's part reviewed in CPH location (7)
20 Bishops quick to include teaching of scripture
on heading for Lourdes (7)
22 Hire out game free (3,2)

Deadline for entries: 20 August
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